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A pendant vertex, x, of a finite graph, G, is *-fixed in case every aatomor- 
phism of G - x fixes the unique vertex of G adjacent to x. It is proved that 
“almost all” finite graphs which have pendant vertices have *-fixed pendant 
vertices. In addition finite trees which have *-fured pendant vertices are charac- 
terized. 
Let G denote a finite graph without loops or multiple edges and let 
V(G), E(G), and A(G) denote, respectively, the vertex set, edge set, and 
automorphism group of G. Let x E V(G). The valency of x in G is denoted 
with val(G, X) and x is defined to be pen&~ in G in case val(G, x) = 1. 
The snbgraph of G obtained by deleting x and all edges incident to x is 
denoted with G - x. If x is pendant in G then x* denotes the unique 
vertex of G adjacent to x and x is said to be *-Jixed whenever x* is fixed 
by every automorphism of G - x. Intuitively one may think of a pendant 
vertex as being *-fixed whenever its removal does not add any symmetry 
to 6. 
A finite tree is non-trivial whenever it has at least two vertices. Hence- 
forth let U, and U, denote the trees represented in figures A and B, 
respectively. A finite tree is unusual in case it is either an arc of length at 
least 2 ~‘arc” is as in [3]) or is isomorphic with UI or U, * 
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THEOREM 1. A non-trivial jinite tree has a ++xed pendant vertex $ 
and only ifit is not unusual. 
COROLLARY 1. If T is a non-trivial Jiazite asymmetric tree, then there 
exist asymmetric subtrees (Ti : 1 < i < k> such that Tl = T, T, is iso- 
morphic with U, and there exists, for every i = 1,2,..., k, a pendant vertex 
yi of Ti satisfying T,+l = Ti - yi . 
Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 1 whose proof appears 
below. Corollary 1 has been independently discovered and utilized by 
at least two other authors (cf. [1] and [2]). Theorems 1 and 2 have 
appeared in [4], where the proofs are much more complicated than those 
given here. 
A pruning of a finite graph G is a decomposition: 
where GQ is the maximal subgraph of G each vertex of which has valency 
at least 2 and where {Ti : 1 < i < k> is a non-empty set of disjoint non- 
trivial trees each having exactly one vertex in common with Gb. It is 
easily verified that G has a pruning if and only if G has a pendant vertex 
and no component of G is a tree. G is domesticated in case G has a pruning 
(1) such that / V(TJ > 3 (1 < i 9 k). Theorem 2, which appears imme- 
diately below, when taken together with Theorem 1, indicates that “almost 
all” finite graphs which have a pendant vertex have a *-fixed pendant 
vertex. The proof of Theorem 2 appears at the end of this paper. 
THEOREM 2. A domesticated$nite graph has a *-fixed pendant vertex. 
These results depend heavily on simple properties of trees. To improve 
them by considering all finite graphs G which have a pruning (1) necessi- 
tates arguments involving the automorphism group of Gh which, as is 
well known, can be isomorphic with an arbitrary finite group. Nonetheless 
the authors wish to suggest the following conjecture as a feasible research 
problem: 
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CONJECTURE. If G is afinite graph having a pruning (I) suck that 
maxi/ E(TJ 1 : 1 < i < k) > max(val(@, X) : x E V(G)), 
then G has a *-jxed pendant vertex. 
Henceforth let T denote a non-trivial finite tree. The distance between 
two vertices, x and y, of T is the number of edges in the unique arc of T 
having x and y as end vertices. Let T” denote the intersection of all 
longest arcs in T. Let T’ denote the center of T, i.e., the largest s~bgra~~ 
whose vertex set consists of those vertices, z; such that the maximum 
distance between z and a pendant vertex is smahest possible. For every 
x E V(T) let T, denote the largest connected subgraph of T which contains 
x and exactly one vertex of T’. If j V(T’)j = I then T, = T and if 
/ V(T’)j = 2 then there exist vertices, u and U, such that T = TU v T’ v TO. 
The following two lemmas are well known and easily verified: 
1. If g E A(T), then gT’ = T’ and gT” = T”. 
%EMMA 2. If t is a pendant vertex of T, then t E V(T”) if and on/j if 
1F’ # (T - t)‘. If, also, Thas at least 3 vertices and t E V(T”), tken either T 
consists of two vertices, x which is the unique vertex of (T - t)’ and y whick 
is closer to t than is x, or (T - t)’ consists of two vertices, x which is tke 
unique vertex of T’ and y which is further from t tkan is x. 
enceforth let 
P = (a,, 4 , al ,..., A, 3 a,> 
denote a simple (i.e., “non-self-intersecting”) path in T. For every edge E 
of T let C,(E) denote that component of the graph obtained by removing E 
from T which does not contain a, . P is said to be aO-peripheral in case a, 
is pendant in T and, for every i = 1,2,..., YE, C,(Ai) has fewest vertices 
possible. P is said to be *-radial in case a,, E V(T’), a, is pendant in T, and 
for every i = 1, 2,..., n, either A, E E(T) \ E(T”) and 6=p(A,) has fewest 
vertices possible or, if no such A, exists, A, E E(Y) \ E(T) and C,(A,) 
has fewest vertices possible. 
LEMMA 3. If P is +-radial or a,-peripheral and there exists g E A(T - ~1%) 
with ga, = a, , then ganvl = a,-, . 
Proof. Assume gaaWl # a,-, and let j be the least positive integer 
such that ga, # a, . Then n 3 2, A, and gAj are distinct edges of T - a, 
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incident with ajsl , and a,, , a, ,..., ajel are fixed by g. Hence gaj 6 V(P) 
and 
This means that P cannot be a,,-peripheral, since this would require that 
1 V(C&&))[ < j V(Cp( g&))/. Therefore, P is *-radial, a, E V(T’), and 
a, # V(T’). If, also, ga, E V(T’), then T’ consists of two vertices, a, and gai , 
joined by an edge. Hence, j = 1 and, by Lemma 2, gal E V((T - a,)‘). 
Thus, by Lemma 1, a, E V((T - an)‘), contradicting (T - an)’ _C 7” so 
that ga, $ V(T’). But now, since P is *-radial, it follows from (2) that 
gAj EE(T”) and Aj $ E(T”). Thus a, $ V(P), and so T” = (T - an)“. 
But, by Lemma 1, it is not possible for both gAi E E((T - an)“) and 
A, I$ E((T - a,)“) to hold, a contradiction proving the lemma. I 
Proof of Theorem 1. Unusual trees clearly have no =&xed pendant 
vertex. To prove the converse assume that T is a non-trivial finite tree 
with no *-fixed pendant vertex. Then T has at least three vertices, and so 
if T is an arc then T is unusual. Suppose that T is not an arc. Then T has 
a r-radial path, P, with a, 6 V(T”). By Lemma 2, (T - an)’ = T’. Since 
a, is not *-fixed it follows from Lemma 3 that there exists g E A(T - an) 
such that ga,, # a, . Therefore, 
V(T’) = V((T - an)‘) = {a, b}, 
where a = a,, and b = ga, . Further, T = T, v T’ v Tb , Tb = g(T, - an), 
and Ta has at least two vertices. Let Q be a *-radial path with ends b andp 
where p is a pendant vertex of T contained in V(Tb). Again p is not *-fixed 
so that there exists h E A(T - p) such that hb # b. If p $ V(T”), then 
a = hb and T, = h(T, - p), which is absurd because T, = g(T, - a,). 
Therefore, p E V(T”), and so by definition of a *-radial path T’ v Tb 
is an arc. Consequently, 
T - a, = (T, - a,) V T’ V Tb 
is an arc in T. Since a, $4 V(T”), T - a, is a maximum length arc in T, 
and so a,* is the only vertex of T having valency 3. Because no pendant 
vertex of T is *-fixed it follows that T is isomorphic with U, or U, . 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let (1) be a pruning of G, T be a Ti with fewest 
vertices, a, be the unique vertex both in T and G b, and P be an a,-peripheral 
path in T. Since G is domesticated, j V(T - a,)1 > 2, and so ga, = a,, 
for every g E A(G - a,). Therefore, by Lemma 3, a, is *-fixed. I 
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